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”Where is the treasure map?” Dustin asked. 

”In Ji Yuanzun’s underground secret room, I can take you there myself.” Lorenzo said. 

”Underground secret room?” 

Thorian Rhys narrowed his eyes and said in a deep voice: “Lorenzo, I warn you not to play 

tricks, otherwise, don’t blame me for being ruthless!” 

Many buildings like secret rooms will have traps and hidden weapons, and he was worried 

about Lorenzo has evil intentions. 

”Now I am a turtle in a urn, and I will never dare to mess around.” Lorenzo said with a bitter 

face. 

”Lead the way.” 

Dustin didn’t say much. He nodded and signaled to the two guards to lift Lorenzo up. 

”Wait a minute, I need Ji Yuanzun’s hand to open the safe in the secret room.” Lorenzo said 

suddenly. 

”This is easy to handle!” 

Thorian Rhys suddenly pulled out his knife and chopped off one of Ji Yuanzun’s right hands, 

then handed it to Lorenzo: “Here, I’ll give it to you.” 

Lorenzo’s eyes twitched. , did not dare to say anything, and took the lead honestly. 

Dustin and others followed Lorenzo into the base and finally arrived at the door of the 

command room. 



Lorenzo opened the door, walked to the wall, and then took down a painting hanging on 

the wall. 

Behind the painting, there is an inconspicuous dark grid, which is almost integrated with the 

wall. It is difficult to detect if you don’t look closely. 

Lorenzo stretched out his hand and pressed lightly on the secret grid. 

”Click!” 

Just heard a crisp sound. 

The entire wall suddenly opened from both sides, revealing an elevator inside. 

  Lorenzo led a few people into the elevator, then pressed the switch. The elevator 

quickly closed and then descended slowly. 

After waiting for about half a minute, the elevator suddenly stopped with a “dong” sound. 

The elevator door opened, and what appeared in front of Dustin and others was a spacious 

and luxurious underground secret room. 

It’s said to be a secret room, but it’s actually more like a mansion. 

There are all kinds of living facilities inside, and there is also a large amount of food and 

water, enough for one person to live for decades. 

”This should be a nuclear-proof bunker, right?” 

Thorian Rhys looked around and marveled: “To be able to build a nuclear-proof bunker for 

shelter into such a luxurious look, it seems that Ji Yuanzun has put a lot of thought into it.” 

”What’s the use of putting more thought into it? Isn’t he dead now?” Dustin Kate didn’t care. 

”Third uncle, please stop making sarcastic remarks here. Didn’t you almost follow in Ji 

Yuanzun’s footsteps?” Thorian Rhys said meaningfully. 

”This…” Dustin Kate was speechless for a moment, looking embarrassed. 



This guy really can’t help but pick up the pot. 

If you put on such a good show, you should be considered guilty and meritorious, right? 

”Thorian, don’t be rude.” 

Dustin pretended to reprimand: “The third uncle put himself in danger and lurked beside Ji 

Yuanzun. He went through untold hardships and shouldered all the scoldings just to 

eradicate the evil for the palace. You are evil, this is a righteous act, we should admire it!” 

“…” 

Dustin Kate’s mouth twitched. 

Why do these words sound even more harsh? 

 


